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This thesis is an exploration and reflection on the discovery of an actor’s freedom 
following an intense, three year study of the craft. It contains my statement of artistry, 
documentation of my thesis project and performance, as well as my future professional 
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STATEMENT OF ARTISTRY 
 
 The truth will set you free (John 8:32). It’s interesting that this text that the world 
has heard time and time again, could be a source of inspiration as if it were just spoken to me for 
the first time. Truth brings freedom to those who so desperately need it. As an artist I have 
always struggled to be free of myself, my best and worst critic. I have been desperate for that 
abandonment. These last 3 years have been a journey and discovery of freedom through truth and 
an understanding of my heart, body, and voice.  
I have been performing in front of people my whole life. When I was young I performed 
for my family and anyone that I encountered. I would put on voices, play Sherlock Holmes, or 
run around the house believing I was in some other circumstance. I began acting on stage when I 
was 14 and I’ve never stopped. All the while, I never realized that I was disguising myself. I 
became void of my own person, to put on something else. 
 In college I became familiar with the saying “Acting is living truthfully under imaginary 
circumstances.” I was aware of this definition but I didn’t grasp what it meant for me. It wasn’t 
until I met Amy Herzberg that I heard that “without the use of your heart, you’ll be a heartless 
character.” The idea of using my heart seemed so antithetical to everything I thought I knew 
about acting. I always heard acting was “disappearing into the character” or “to wear the mask of 
another.” So I asked myself, if acting is living truthfully under imaginary circumstances, is 
masking myself honest? It took exploration in scene work to answer that question. I discovered 
that using my own heart, and revealing the biggest truth about me in my work was a recipe for 
successful acting. The access of my heart made me feel alive and free in a way that I had never 




telling the truth. The only truth I can tell, is the truth I know. Here’s where it becomes tricky 
though: “Acting is living truthfully under imaginary circumstances.” I can’t just reveal the truth 
of James. It’s the truth of me in someone else’s experience. I discovered I had to find what was 
true for me and make it compatible for the character I was playing.  
As soon as I understood that the reveal of my heart was what I must do as an actor, I 
became so unsure of what to do with my body. I was so afraid that this choice or that choice of 
movement might not be telling the truth. Can I have a large, expansive physicality and it be 
honest? So for a while my choices were small and close to the vest and I became frustrated. In 
discovering freedom through the truth of my heart, my body became entrapped in a state of 
boring and weak physicality. I had no confidence to explore the space, objects in the room, and 
the other people within the scene. It wasn’t until Michael Landman allowed me to see that there 
is truth to both large movement and small movement as well as fast tempos and slow tempos. 
There is truth in that as long as it is born out of the need of the character. There is nothing too 
much or too little, as long as it is in line with what the character wants. Viewpoints is a technique 
of acting in movement that Michael Landman taught as a course where I could explore the vast 
world of movement and gesture. It is there that I was able to comprehend the freedom of 
movement and discover the strength that it gives an actor on stage.  
The voice is one of the hardest parts of acting for me. I love to color my voice with style, 
character and description. The problem is that I am in control of my voice and it’s unable to be 
free like my heart and body. When I am in control of it, I am usually unable to give the truth. I 
indicate and describe instead of living. That’s the other key to the definition: “Acting is living 
truthfully under imaginary circumstances.” How do I live? Well it involves the freedom of heart 




than enough for the character. There lies the discovery of the power of the actor’s voice. His or 
her own voice is powerful when it is released and there are no holds and the actor is out of 
control. 
It’s interesting to take these things apart to look at heart, body and voice. With each one, I 
can assess my growth and discovery of freedom. However, in the end, the last truth is that they 
all are reciprocal. What that means is that one informs the other. When I free my voice, my heart 
becomes free. When I free my heart, my body becomes free. When I am free on stage, I am not 
worried about my best or worst critic. I am living truthfully and there is nothing to worry about. I 
can now enter the professional world with complete abandon and not second guess my work. I 
will always strive to uphold the power of freedom as an actor and encourage other actors that 








































































KIN PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 
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FOREIGNER PRODUCTION PROGRAM 
 


















































































HEADSHOT AND RESUME 
 
Photo reprinted with permission from photographer, Jen Odom. 
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